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Tracklist: m3u - Playlist

A1 The Joker Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2 Cry Listen
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Free Bird Listen       
----------------------------------  --------------

B2 Jack Brown (Dompe & Agent!) Listen      
----------------------------------  --------------

 

Release Notes:

Cause we love Vinyl….. Here is the first Vinyl from the Label JACKFRUIT
RECORDINGS, a new label founded in 2017. Label Owner is the Berlin based 
Artist, DOMPE, known for good arranged House Sounds. He releases a lot, 
a real creative mind. Four handmade tracks can be found on the Vinyl. 

THE JOKER:  Do you need a Joker? Deep and warm Techhouse-Bassline So 
who is you favourite Buffoon now? Risky grinning attitudes sounds you 
have to hear loud. After that bomb it's time for an new experience: 
It's time to Boogie. 1,2,3,4 what are you waiting for? Move your Body to 
the Groove. 
CRY: snappy sounds, a necessary amount of percussions and a beat that 
makes you teeter along. 
FREE BIRD: Here are some very new House Beats for you! It is really time 
for some spring feelings, so the sounds go fresher! And it feels like 
hearing the bird singing, sitting in the sun meanwhile. Real Groove comes 
through your Speakers - turn is loud! Percussions make you hooo. So 
shake your body once again and dance until the spring is coming. 

http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001B2.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001B1.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001A2.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001A1.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001.m3u
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/JF001/JF001.zip


JACK BROWN: Hey Sweetheart you are such a hot fruity! Another 
brilliant cooperation between AGENT! and DOMPE and as it is 
common: never change a winning team! These both guys living in Berlin 
are not only Friends; they got a perfect match with their sounds and 
ideas. Soundaholics with playful whims in their heads. There is a 
rumour that JACK BROWN gives his Name to JACK FRUIT. Not really just 
kidding. JACK BROWN makes you dance, drags u to the middle of the 
floor. Charming Bassline, Vocal and a direct urge for snipping your fingers. 
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